Abstract. We present a modular and consistent photometric system specifically designed for the astrometric, spectroscopic and photometric mission Gaia currently under study by ESA. The system is composed by five broad and five medium bands that are intended to work in tight connection with the spectroscopic and astrometric experiments, following an auto-calibrating approach and a modular bootstrap procedure. The performances in terms of temperature, gravity, reddening and metallicity determinations are investigated using observed and synthetic spectra.
INTRODUCTION
The mission Gaia is currently planned by ESA to host two distinct focal planes, one astrometric and the other spectroscopic. On the outer portions of them, outside the fields of the astrometric and spectroscopic experiments, photometric CCDs will be located and used to measure the brightness of Gaia targets in a number of suitably defined photometric bands.
This presentation constitutes our final design of the photometric system to be implemented on Gaia. The system has been extensively refined with respect to the first conceptual outline (released via documents UM-PWG-007 and -008 to the ESA-Gam Photometric Working Group on May 25 and October 13, 1998).
The industrial design of Gaia is still preliminary. For such a reason we restrain from reporting here expected limiting magnitudes, S/N ratios etc. because of their obvious dependence on the still-tobe-fixed scanning law, entrance pupil and focal plane dimensions, optical throughput, etc. The simulation of actual observations -for a range of possible optical/mission configurations -is part of a more detailed presentation which is due for submission elsewhere. This presentation will be limited to a general outline of the system and to a broad assessment of the astrophysical performances.
A NOVEL APPROACH
A detailed census of the published ground-based photometric systems has so far scored 118 entries, the majority of which are highly specialized toward narrow astrophysical topics while several others are of more general use.
Is anyone of them a good choice for Gaia or do we have to rethink from scratch a new system ? To answer the question, one has to bear in mind the following basic arguments:
(a) Gaia is a global mission, not aimed toward any specific galactic target or stellar class. The photometric system has to perform at its best on the type of stars that will constitute the bulk of the Gaia targets, trying to get the most homogeneous picture of the Galaxy down to the faintest possible magnitudes; (b) Gaia will provide astrometric distances, high resolution spectra and multicolor photometry for its targets, which will count in the range from several millions to over one billion. It is not possible to compare such a marvelous space observing platform with the ground-based observational strategies. Gaia will observe stars spanning the widest range in any physical parameters. Gaia will be an auto-calibrating, multi-disciplinary experiment quite close to the best ideal case one could think of; (c) Our current astrophysical knowledge owns a profound debt to general purpose systems like the UBVRI, RGU, DDO, Strömgren, Washington, Vilnius, Borgman and Walraven (just to cite a few of them). However, they all share the same kind of limitation when considered for an implementation on Gaia: they are all claimed to be sensible to all astrophysical effects, which generally outnumber the available bands. It is true that variations in temperature, luminosity, reddening, metallicity produce color changes in all photometric systems, but in most of the cases such changes are subtle and mixed together.
It is instructive to consider the case of the m ι metallicity index of the Strömgren system which is compared in Section 5.3 to the metallicity indices of our system, mi is usually claimed to be among the indices most sensitive to metallicity. For solar-type stars mj changes by just 0.3 mag over -3.0 < [Z/Z©] < +0.5 metallicity range. It is clear that photometry with a 0.01 mag precision (or better) is required for use of the mi index as a tracer of metallicity (supposing that temperature, luminosity and reddening are known accurately by some other means). Such problems are typical for general purpose systems: trying to measure everything, their sensitivity to any specific astrophysical parameter is limited.
The full exploitation of the opportunities offered by Gaia seems therefore to require a novel approach, in which the astrometric, spectroscopic and photometric capabilities come in mutual support, playing in fine tune and with different instruments the same "synergy" concerto. Let us consider as an example the determination of luminosity (or surface gravity).
Surface gravity and astrometric parallax
To distinguish by photometric means a K0 III from a KO IV or a KO II star is quite challenging (K0 III stars will be in large numbers among Gaia targets). To put this sentence into a numerical perspective, let us consider the following numbers taken from the most recent calibrations of the popular Cousins UBVRI system: The color difference over the five bands is subtle compared with the concurrent color changes due to temperature, metallicity and reddening which are unknown for a general field star. Even with photometry accurate to 0.01 mag, without an external help there is
Operational ranges for Gaia astrometry, spectroscopy, medium-and broad-band photometry. Magnitude limits are purely indicative, depending on the final Gaia optical design and mission operation. little hope to derive from a measurement in the five-band UBVRI system the four unknown quantities, i.e. temperature, luminosity, metallicity and reddening.
On the other hand Gaia will provide distances accurate to 10 % or better for a significant fraction of the targets. Combining the astrometric distances with the apparent magnitudes corrected for reddening, the intrinsic luminosities are directly determined to an accuracy of AM = ±0.1 mag (compared with ±3 mag of the above purely photometric example).
This simple case shows that a photometric system for Gaia should not include the determination of the luminosity among its main goals: it should leave it mainly to astrometry and instead concentrate on the other astrophysical parameters (some sensitivity will be however retained because the luminosity always affects energy distribution of a star.
A MODULAR AND AUTO-CALIBRATING SYSTEM
We propose the Gaia photometric system to be composed by two sets: five broad bands (ΔΛ ~ 1600 Á at 50 % transmission) and five medium bands (Δλ ~ 150 Á at 50 % transmission, see Figs. 2 Table 2 . Parameters of the photometric passbands we propose to be implemented on Gaia. The system includes five broad bands and five medium bands. Four supplementary passbands are also listed. The broad-band b340 band is a substitute for b300 in case if technical problems will prevent its use. The i656, i839 and i853 medium passbands can be added to the core-bands, and their implementation on Gaia is seen on a "nice-to-have but not mandatory" base (as discussed in the text).
Broad passbands
Passband bSOO b480 b630 hi92 b964 b340 and 5 and Table 2 ). They will be aimed to Gaia targets as depicted in Fig. 1 (magnitude limits are indicative only).
Stars with V<14 mag
The Gaia high resolution spectra (see Munari 1999, these proceedings) will provide accurate values for the chemical composition, surface gravity, ionization and excitation temperatures, axial rotation and will detect duplicity (from binary motion) and spectral peculiarities.
Very accurate absolute magnitudes (errors <0.1 mag) and luminosities will be derived from the astrometric parallax (after correction for reddening).
For these stars the five broad photometric bands integrate energy distribution over a wide λ range (thus providing almost bolometric fluxes), derive color temperature (to be compared with the ionization and excitation temperatures of spectroscopic origin) and estimate reddening by confronting the observed and expected energy distributions (a value of the reddening to be compared with the spectroscopic results on the 8620 Â diffuse interstellar band).
Stars with 14<V<17 mag
For these Gaia targets the temperature and reddening will be measured by broad-band photometry and the luminosity will be determined via astrometric distances. Of the four basic stellar parameters (temperature, luminosity, metallicity and reddening) only metallicity is missing, and to its accurate determination the medium bands are aimed. They will be calibrated against the spectroscopic results on the V < 14 mag stars.
The medium bands are aimed to measure chemical abundances of different groups of elements and not the metallicity as an indistincted whole.
S.S. Stars with 17<V<20 mag
On these targets only astrometry and broad-band photometry will be available. Photometry will directly provide a measure of the bolometric flux and of the color temperature. In combination with the astrometric distance and a 3-D galactic extinction map * the broad-band photometry should guess the reddening reasonably well.
Astrometry is still the main source of information about luminosity even for these stars (the accuracy of photometry is degrading toward fainter stars due to the reduced photon budget), but some help will be provided by broad-band photometry (at spectral types G-K the b340-b480 index changes linearly by ~1.5 mag passing from luminosity class V to I, while the control b480-b630 index stays constant to better than 0.05 mag; see Fig. 3 ).
And the fourth parameter, the metallicity? Our broad bands discriminate among different metallicities for spectral types AO and * A 3-D map of the reddening through the Galaxy can be built from the combined spectroscopic, astrometric and photometric results on the V < 14 mag set of stars. Galactic coordinates and distance from astrometry for any 17< V<20 mag star should provide a reasonable estimate of the interstellar reddening when compared with the 3-D map. The circumstellar extinction is, however, another story, for which determination astrometry gives no help.
later (all broad-band photometric systems are more or less insensitive to the metallic content of 0 and Β stars). For G and Κ stars, the metallicity variation from Q] = -2.5 to +0.5 changes the bS^O-b480 index by 1.7 mag.
In conclusion, thanks to astrometry and the calibration against the spectral and medium-band results for the brighter stars, the broad bands can still provide some information about metallicity and luminosity, while the ability to determine color temperature, bolometric flux and reddening is good and equivalent to that for the brighter sample of Gaia targets.
THE BROAD PASSBANDS
The broad bands are five and their central wavelengths and widths are given in Table 2 . In Fig. 2 they are overplotted on some representative stellar spectra. Their response to temperature, luminosity, metallicity and reddening is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Finally, Fig. 4 compares some of the performances of the UBV, Sloan and our system. Throughout this paper the computations have been run on recent Kurucz spectra. Comparison with best available observational atlases shows that Kurucz spectra match real spectra better than a few percent over the whole range of Λ and spectral types of interest to Gaia (M-star models are somewhat less accurate, but the new molecular data have improved the model spectra). We preferred to run all computation on Kurucz spectra instead of real spectra for the much finer mapping of the temperature-luminosity-metallicity grid available from Kurucz models and the possibility to investigate each effect separately from the others (generally not possible with observational atlases). Finally, the standard Rv = 3.1 extinction law of Savage & Mathis (1979, ARA&A, 17, 73) has been used in invesligating the effects of reddening.
The system of broad bands as here proposed can be adjusted to the manufacturing capability of the aerospace industry. From extensive simulations on Kurucz spectra, no major degradation of the performances is expected for limited changes in the band placing and profiles as long as the basic principles of the proposed systems are maintained. Particularly relevant in this sense is the no-overlap of the b480 and b630 bands, the placing of their blue and red edges, the larger width of the redder bands and the very important wavelength placing of the ultraviolet band. The b480 and b630 as well as the 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
Wavelength (Â) Fig. 2 . The broad bands compared to some observed spectra. The b340 band is a substitute for b300 if the latter could not be implemented. b792 and b964 bands have been intentionally designed to have the same profiles (cf. Table 2 and Fig. 2) , to the aim of simplify the manufacturing process by the industry.
The enhanced sensitivity of our system is the result of a more careful shaping and placing of the bands compared with systems like the UB VRI or the Sloan. In our system it is important that the b480 and bSOO bands do not overlap, with the (a) blue edge of the b480 placed longward of the iron-discontinuity of G and Κ stars at The b340 band is intended as a replacement for bSOO in case it would be problematic to insert such a blue band in the Gaia optical configuration. The degradation in the performances is however severe (cf. Fig. 4 ) and every possible effort should be made to have the bSOO band implemented on Gaia. The blue edge of the bSOO transmission profile should not extend beyond 2300 Â. In this a way (a) the interstellar hump at 2175 Â (which too poorly correlates with reddening) will be out of the band, and (6) in hot stars the sensitivity to reddening and luminosity are amplified by having the steep rise of the continuum for Λ < 2200 Â to reside out of the bSOO passband.
THE MEDIUM PASSBANDS
They are five, divided into the two groups i38Ί, i410, i4S0 and i517, Ì581 and are excellent chemistry tracers. Other three passbands (the group i839, Ì853 and the isolated i656 passband) are listed as a "nice-to-have" add-on, but they can easily sacrificed in favor of more space on the focal plane devoted to the five core-bands. Dropping them will not alter the diagnostic capabilities on metallicity.
The core-set is aimed to measure continuum depressions by clustered and blended metallic lines and/or molecular bands. The additional i8S9, Ì853 group is instead aimed toward isolated even if strong Call lines, and for such a simple reason it cannot offer the same sensitivity to the metal content as the core-set bands. The i656 passband is meant to detect the presence of H a in emission.
The set of core-bands
Three major metallicity indices can be defined with the five i381, i410, Ì430, i517, Ì531 bands (the constants are such that all indices are equal to 0.0 for the Kurucz model of unreddened AO V star with [Z/ZQ] = 0.0, i.e. the zero-point is similar to that of some groundbased photometric systems): 
The additional three bands
The additional three medium bands are the isolated Í656 band and the Ì8S9, Í853 group. The following metallicity index can be defined with them (the same convention as above on the zero-point constants):
m<¿ It measures metallicity via the two bluest lines of the near-IR Call triplet (inclusion of the third Call line would mean to include in the passband additional Δλ ~ 110 Â of continuum, which would dramatically suppress the already limited sensitivity to metallicity). While near-IR Call triplet is a fantastic spectroscopic tool to measure the metallicity (cf. Munari 1999, these proceedings), its photometric performance is relatively poor: it changes only by Am¿, = 0.15 mag over the -3.0 < [Z/ZQ\ < 0.0 range. Contrary to other indexes from the core-bands (m a , mi and m c ), this index does not measure a depression of the continuum.
The last medium passband of some interest for Gaia is the Ì656. This is the only medium band not aimed to measure the metallicity. It is centered on Ha + 6548/6584 [NI] , and the index i656-b6S0 (which combines an medium with a broad band) is sensitive to the presence of emission lines in the spectrum (the b480-b630 index can be profitably used to compensate for the residual dependence on temperature and reddening). Emission line objects will account for a very thin minority of the Gaia targets, and therefore the implementation of the Ì656 band is at best mildly recommended.
The next strongest metallic feature in the spectra of cool stars is the Nal D doublet at 5893 Â. Its sensitivity to metallicity is roughly comparable to the near-IR Call triplet. However, NalD lines are affected by strong interstellar absorption, and this prevents their interpretation in terms of metallicity alone (the radial velocity split between stellar and interstellar Na I lines will further complicate the picture). The equivalent width of the 5889 Á sodium line is Â in G stars and ~3 Â in Κ stars, while the interstellar line reaches 0.5 Â at EB-V = 0.3 mag. A Nal photometric index could be of some use only as a reddening estimator toward O and Β stars (for which broad-band photometry is already quite sensitive).
Response to metallicity
Let us compare the performance of our system in determining metallicity with other criteria available in literature. The Strömgren mi index is generally considered as one of the best metallicity indicators available in the existing ground-based photometric systems. It is the difference of two color indices, as our mj index:
